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BANGLADESH IN THE CHANGING WORLD: '. 

CHALLENGES AND OPTIONS AT HOME" 

I. INTRODUcrION 

The main question raised in this paper is : how can Bangladesh ' 
adjust itself to the sea-wave of changes taking place around the world 
today? The international order is changing and it is changing too fast 
and too radically to permit any conclusive judgment on the emerging 
scenario in the space of a paper like the present. It proceeds instead 
with two very general considerations about the so-called new world 
order as the premise on which Bangladesh's locus standi in 
tomorrow's world may be viewed. One is that whatever may be 
detailed features of the post-cold war international order, the 
international power structure is to remain pyramidic with the United 
States at the apex and the industrialized west contributing to the 
strength of the structure, while the rest of the world would be vying 
for positions at the peripheries. And secondly, if the cold war era was 
essentially one of military-political state system , the emerging era 
would be dominated by economic-trading-financial power'of the state. 
That way, the global economic power-configuration may, of course, 
be rather diluted with more prominent sub-groupings within the 
OECD. However, like on the politico-strategic front, economically 
also, except for the NICs, the rest or the countries would remain 

• The paper was presented at the seminar on "Tomorrow's Bangladesh : A 
European Perspective" held at BliSS on 25 February, 1992. 
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disadvantaged, competing with each other for eking out ways to 

survive. 

The location of Bangladesh in such a scenario is obvious. It will 

continue to be at the periphery of the periphery. The main objective 

here is to project the major challenges facing Bangladesh in that 

peripheral position and indicate some possible options for the country 

in facing these. The political transition that the . country reccntly 

expericnced and enormous economic constraints that continue to 

mount before it will provide the basic parameters of the analytical 

frame. The fast-moving global changes of the contemporary times will 

be considered to the extent these are likely to impinge on 

Bangladesh's future. An attempt is first made to depict the economic 

challenges facing the country. The problems of governance are then 

discussed. Finally, some indications are provided on possible ways to 

face these. 

II. THE PREMISE OF THE PAPER 

The basic premise of the paper is that changes in the global order 

may have some general, if not only marginal, positive implications for 

Bangladesh in the form of a trickle-down process. But the period 

ahead is in no way going to be any less challenging - economically, 

politico-strategically or otherwise - for Bangladesh than so far. While 

on a positive note, the onset of the post-cold war era cenainly raises 

hopes that there would be new opponunities for pursuing the 

country's national objectives in an international environment of greater 

cooperation with renewed emphasis on multilateralism including 

enhanced role of the UN. it would be too naive to anticipate radical 

positive impacts on the external environment directly relevant to 

Bangladesh. For Bangladesh which is critically resource-poor, 
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endemically poveny-stricken, alanningly prone to natural and 
environmental disasters, and chronically under-developed in tenns of 
growth of politico-economic institutions and infrastructures, 
international peace, stability and cooperation are among the most 
essential pre-requisites for successful attainment of national objectives. 
That way, if the new world order can really produce an environ of 
greater international cooperation, Bangladesh may expect to gain. 

It should be stressed, however, that for all practical purposes 
Bangladesh's position in the world needs to be viewed from 
essentially two broad perspectives: a) regionally within its immediate 
neighbourhood of South Asia, and b) globally with the rest of the 
world - both bilaterally and multilaterally. Regionally, the challenges 
for Bangladesh are likely to come from the implications that global 
changes are going to have on South Asia, particularly on the regional 
ambition of its big neighbour, India. I This aspect is, however, not 
within the scope of the present paper although it may be relevant to 

note here that irrespective of the changes elsewhere, Bangladesh does 
not appear to face a prospect of being able to improve its relation witlJ 
India too brightly in the foreseeable furure. Dhaka may have to learn to 

live with its problems with New Delhi although effons should 
continue ceaselessly to keep the negative impacts of these to 
containable limits. 

1. See for details, Iftekharuzzaman, "Changing Global Scenario: Implications 
for Banglodesh", in M. G. Kabir ond Shaubt Hassan, (eds.), Iss/Us and 
CIIaI"'"g~s Facing Bangladesh Foreign Policy, BSIS. Dhllka, 1989, pp. 
230-268~ Iftekharuzzaman, lhe India Doctrine: Relevance for Banglodesh", 

in Kabir and Hassan, op . cil .• pp. 18-44; A. K. M. Abdus Sabur, "Changing 

Global Scenario: Implications for South Asia", Seminar Paper presented at 

BUSS, August 1988. 
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On the wider plane, Bangladesh belongs to the category of 
countries that are destined to be the victims of events and actions 
outside their national frontiers and for whom the main concern of 
diplomacy and foreign policy is how best to respond to these events 
and actions so as to expand the scope of mobility and maneuverability 
and thereby to maximize national interests. While the nation's intrinsic 
politico-economic strength, the nature and state of the society and the 
corresponding pattern of its interface with current global political and 
economic environ remain the main detenninants of such response, 
compulsions of domestic economic survival and development take 
precedence over others. Thus if a country's position in the 
international arena is a function of its national strength and 
compulsions, there can be no othef factor as critical in case of 
Bangladesh as its economic ' and ~litical vulnerabilities and 
imperatives. 

III. THE ECONlMIC CHALLENGES· 

Poverty and human underdevelopment 

Bangladesh's emergence as an independent nation was the 
culmination of a long and traumatic struggle against exploitation first 
under British colonialism and then under 'internal colonialism' of 
Pakistan. The post-independence period of the new nation's political 
consolidation and economic rehabilitation coincided with the deepest 
of the post-World War II international economic crises which began 
with the great oil shock of the early seventies. The country inherited a 
poor infra-structural base and economic, industrial and technological 

• Unless otherwise indicated. data quoted in this part are laken from annexed 
tabl ... 1-7 
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deficiencies. With independence came the series of external economic 
impediments including loss of markets for the country's few 

exponable items and ever-declining price of the same thereby 
shrinking the possibility of sustaining the income and of supponing. 

development an<l financing impon requirements. While the inherited 

level of external economic dependence continued to grow and 

productive base shrunk, pressure on scant available resources kept on 

mounting. The administrative and managerial inexperience coupled 

with distoned economic and social standards on the one hand, and 

,political mismanagement on the other created socio-political 

disharmony and instability in the country. Series of political turmoils 
followed soon and this complex background continues to have its 

impact not merely on subsequent politico-economic development but 

also on all possible prognoses about the country's future. 

As one of the least developed countries of the present-day world, 

Bangladesh today faces nearly all the conceivable problems of 

development. It is the eighth largest country of the world in terms of 

population size which is 1 1-3 million. With one of the highest densities 
of population. Bangladesh has vinually no resources except its vast 
under-utiliZed manpower and alluvial farm land. The potential of the 
latter is ravaged almost invariably each year by recurrent natural 
disasters including devastating floods in its mighty rivers belonging to 

the Himalyan basin. 

The country has one of the lowest levels of per capita income at 

USS 170 in 1988. Poveny is pervasive with according to one estimate 
86% of the population or over 99 million people living below the 
poveny line. This is also one of the world's deepest concentration of 
poor people. The rate of malnutrition is high with 71 percent of the 
children suffering from this problem. The daily calOrie supply is only 
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83% of the requirements and under-five mortality rate is 184 per 1000 
oflive binhs. Only 6 percent of the people have access to sanitation, 
49 percent to safe water and 45 percent to health services. Life 
expectancy is 51.8 years whereas that for the industrialized countries 
is 74.5 and all developing countries is 62.8 years. Adult literacy ra1e is 
amongst the lowest in the world at 32 percent whereas the comparable 
figures for countries like Sri Lanka and Burma are 87 and 78 percent 
respectively. The number of scientists and technicians per 1000 people 
is as low as 0.5 compared to 3 in Sri Lanka, 2.5 in Pakistan, 1.8 in 
India and 0.6 in Nepal. Detailed comparative figures for the 
industrialized countries, all developing. countries and for South Asian 
neighbours are given in Table I which indicates the alarming state. 

Any discussion on the state of the Bangladesh SOCiety, its socio
economic conditions and political challenges must refer sooner or later 
to the single-most overriding issue of poverty. Massive poverty, 
which has been noted by the Task Force2 as one of the three main 
characteristics - the other two being aid dependence and disaster
proneness - of the economy of Bangladesh must be identified as the 
greatest challenge that the country faces. The Task Force defines 
poverty as the lack of certain basic capabilities to live a healthy active 
life free of avoidable morbidity and premature mortality, the capability 
to live with dignity, with adequate clothing and shelter, etc.3 As a 

2. The Task Force was constituted in 1991 by the Interim Government that 
replaced the autocratic rule in Bangladesh. The Task Force composed of 
several hundred Bangladeshi experts and professionals who within a very 
shorl period produced a substantive report in four volumes dealing with 
various dimensions of developmental chal1cnges facing the country. See, 
Reporl of Ihe Task Forces on Bangladesh DevelopmenJ: Slrategies for lhe 
1990., (UPL, Dhaka, 1991, vols 14). 

3. 1bid, p. 25. 
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corollary, therefore, any strategy of poveny alleviation in order to bear 
fruits must c(,lnsider a range of qpaJ,ity of life variables such as 
nutrition, he\llth and sanitation, housing, person~ security, access to 
state distril;lution system, panicipation and institutional cllp.ability, 
crisis-coping capacity, etc.' 

Bangladesh not only ranks very low among the least developed 
countries in terms of human resources development measured by such 
basic indicators as literacy, health and nutrition, but also continues to 
spend the least comparable share of publ ic expenditures for these 
sectors. Public expenditures for human resources development have 
remained roughly constant at about 2.5 pereent of GDP between 1981-
90, which is below the amount required .s Public health expenditure as 
percentage of GNP is 0.6% which is lower than any other country in 
South Asia other than Pakistan. Public expenditure on education as 
percentage of GNP at 1.3% in 1986 was lowest in South Asia . 
Judged by t!Je share of aDA (official development assistance) spent 
for social .investment also Bangladesh ranks very poorly with 5.6% 
whereas countries like Bhutan and Sri Lanka spent 29.3 and 38.3 
percent of the aDA for the same purpose. The figure for the whole of 
South Asia is 10 'pereent. Massive poveny and socio-cultural factors 
add to the widespread gender-based discrimination in terms of access 
to services, employment and income. Bangladesh has reached a 
shameful state of internal resources mobilization and it hardly 
generates any revenue surplus to finance development. Indeed there is 
evidence that donors are now financing not just 100% of our develop
ment budget but also some component of our non-development 

4. Ibid. 
5. World Bank, Report no. 9379, Bangladesh: Mal1llging Public EnJerprises for 

Higher Growth, April 19, p. 1. 
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expenditure,6 The poor state of national s'3Vings rate has been shown ' 

in a recent work as not only an economicr\ssue but also a measure of 

overall erosion of national values and nOrms,7 If savings can be 

considered as a synthetic expression and ' measure of national 

creativity and socio-cultural values, the state of savings in Bangladesh 

must be an indicator of an ex~mely humiliating and decaying portrait. 

Inequities and. cleavages. 

Bangladesh is also a society of sharp social inequalities and 

cleavages, On the one hand, there is abject poverty pervading the 

society, on the other, there is acute inequily in the distribution of 

income and wealth in both urban and rural areas, The latest available 

data show 42 percent of national income distributed to the highest 

quintile while its lowest counterpart gets only 12 percent. In terms of 

land distri bution the inequality is even sharper with the top 10 percent 

of owners occupying 49 percent of cultivable land while the smallest 

IO percent own only 2 percent,8 The per capita income of the lowest 

40% of the households was $70 in 1988, The society is furthermore a 

specific case of 'intermediate-praetorian syndrome'9, The intermediate 

class in the absence of well-developed capitalist establishments is at 

6, Rehman Sobhan (ed,), The Decade of Stagnation: The Stale of Bangladesh 

Economy, (UPL, Dhaka, 1991), P, 2. 

7, Md. Anisur Rahman, Jaliya Atmd-Nil'llarshilat(U Proshno (The Issue of 

National Self-Reliance), in BangIa, Najma Jesmin Choudhury Memorial 

Lecture, Dhaka University, October 1991, p, 16, 

8, World Bank, op, cit, p. 1. 

9 . Iftekharu7.Zaman, "The Political Economy of Instability in Bangladesh," in 

M. Salimullah Khan (ed,), Politics and Instability in Bangladesh, (Dana 

Publishers, Dhaka, 1987), 
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the helm of state authority with its power base in various elite sub

groupings dominated by the civil and military bureau~racy and the 

political activists, both urban and rural. The vast 'ruled universe' 

including the lower-middle and low-income working class and the 

unemployed, the near or total landless peasants and the destitutes and 

disadvantaged in both rural and urban areas sustain on what is left 

over. This ruled part of the society, however, forms the reservoir of 

political activism that is used as the instrument of whatever changes 

may occur from time to time. lo 

Although poverty, socio-economic underdevelopment and 

sharpening inequity determine the composition and structure of the 

society in Bangladesh, the class character is hardly reflected in the 

social and political formations and behaviour of the disadvantaged 

sections, nor are they organized on the basis of class consciousness. 

Thus no real class-based organizations have practically grown in the 

society, nor have they any effective political lobby at the policy or 

decision level. On the other hand, there exist strong and well-knit 

patron-client relationships between the poor and the rich. From the 
poo(s point of view such relationship is necessitated by the question 

of sheer survival for which they have been traditionally tied to the 

local landed and richer sections. The latter for their part have extended 

the facade of support to create and sustain the power base of their 

social, economic and political muscle. The outcome is that whether it 

is a political party, or a civil-military Oligarchy that is in power, the 

platform is built not on the basis of long term socio-economic needs of 

the society asa whole but on mutual patronage criterion. In the 

to. Peter 1. Bcrtocci , "Bangladesh in the Early 1980s: Praetorian Politics in an 

Intermediate Regime:' Asian Survey, (California), vol. 22, no. 10, 1982, p. 
992. 
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process the masses remain out of the corridors of policy and decision 
• I ' f 

making. They are also virtually out of the process 'of participation in 

the mainstream of political and economic activities. 
J ,. • 

. 

, 
External dependence 

On' the other hand. the nation has been exposed to a critical level 

of dependence on external aid which has been in the ultimate anal ysis. 

according to expert opinion. increasingly denying the prospect of sclf

reliance. II The country suffers from chronic balance of payments 

difficulties witlj export earnings currently financing only about 35 

percent of import costs. On the fiscal front government revenues 

account only about 56 percent of government expenditurcs. Such 

staggering levels of fiscal and external deficits coupled with demands 

for resources for financing development have contributed to a narcotic 

dependence of the country on external economic assistance. 

Bangladesh did in the first place emerge independent with substantial 

degree of inherited external dependence from the Pakistan period. The 

unfavourable international economic environment. particularly the oil 

crisis of the early seventies had its impact on the performance during 

the first decade of independence. Then came the new oil shock: of the 

early eighties when sharp deterioration in the terms of trade coupled 

with shrinking availability of external aid compounded the macro

economic imbalances of the country. 

The world economy in the 1980s was dominated first by sharp 

recession. then with steady and prolonged growth in industrial 

courttries associated by high interest rates. declining commodit.,v 

prices. massive exchange rates movements and sharp decline of soft 

11. Rehman Sobhan (ed.) op . cit. 
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lending 'for developing countries. , While some of the developing 
countries did well in terms of economic growth - in several the GNP 
grew at 6-10 percent annually - Bangladesh, like most other South 
Asian countries continued to suffer. The developing countries t!tat 
achieved better performances like the NICs of East Asia did so by 
sound macro-economic policies and more imponantly by maintaining 
competitiveness of expons. For Bangladesh, while domestic policy 

, , i 

failures and political and economic mismanagement contributed to low 
growth, excessive indebtedness and continued losses from pternal 
economic shocks of the past decade accounted for a major pan of the 
problems. The problems have recently been compounded by the Gulf 
crisis resulting in severe losses in terms of decreased remittances, high 
impon costs, low expon earnings and greater unemployment. 

No compulsion other than aid dependence has been as overrid'ing 
in determining Bangladesh's external economic policy The pre
eminence of the aid factor is dictated by the fact that unIike many other 
developing countries Bangladesh's exposure to the global economY'is 
very low in terms of other aspects of external economic interaction like 
trade and investment. Expon accounts for very low share of the 

country's GOP at little over 6 pereent whereas the figure for high 
income countries including the 'OECO group is in the range of 15-16 
pereent. Even low income developing countries average is.,about 12 
percent while East Asian countries have a ratio of21 percent.12 

Irnpon continues to be overwhelmingly credit-financed in 
Bangladesh. Negative balance in external trade has been continually 
worsening with trade deficit growing from $1.44 billion in 1983 to 

12. World Bank, World Doveloplne'" Report 1991, Oxford University Press, 
1991. 
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2.35 $ billion in 1989. Looking at Bangladesh's expon figures, it may , 
be observed that these have grown significantly - almost doubled 

during the period 1983·89. The country's exports to the industrialized 

countries have indeed more than doubled during the period. ' By 

contrast',' import from developing countries has increased much more . . 
than export to those countries which remained roughly stable. In 

percentage terms while export 'to industrial countries rose from 46.7 

percent to 65 percent during 1983·89, that to the group of developing 

countries has fallen from 44.6 percent to 27.2 percent. It is worth 

noting here that nearly 70 percent of Bangladesh's trade deficit with 

the IME group is accounted for by that with Japan. The cumulative 

trade deficit of Bangladesh with Japan during 1983·89 stood at $1901 

million which is much more than the total e)(port earning of 

Bangladesh in any particular year. It is further notable that there has 

not been any growth at all in e)(port trade with Japan which after 

picking up hesitantly in 1985·86, rcmained more or less stable. Import 

from Japan, for its part, however, grew at a rate many times higher 

than from anywhere else . . 

Foreign investment is at a very low level-pickiil~ up only in 

recent years-and remains out of international commercial lending. On 

the other hand, the quantum, nature and terms of inflow of external 
resOurces are the most critical aspecis of economic interaction with the 

outside world. The country's total outstanding debt by June 1990 

reached $9.8 billion which is about half of the annual GDP. The debt 
service ratio as percentage of exports of goods apd services in 1988 

was 20.5% and obviously, the share of aid in ADP pmvisions has 

been increasing steadily. 

The growth of Bangladesh's trade imbalance with Japan has been 

matched by the laner's rise as Bangladesh's leading, and eventually 
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largest source of foreign investment and aid. Japan is ahead of ~y 
o.ther country in tenns of private foreign investment in Bangladesh and 
accounts fqr 14 percent of total foreign investment follow,ed by U.K 
and US. The Export Processing Zones in Chittagong is the host to 

" .1 

more Japanese linns than any other. On the other han~, Japan's aid 
under its Official Development Assistance (ODA) programme has been 
increasing sharply recent years. By 1989 Bangladesh joined about 30 
other developing countries for whom Japan is the largest donor. The 
comparative growth of Japanese and US aid has been shown. in the 
table 7. It can be observed that while in the early seventies Japan's aid 
to Bangladesh was roughly about one-third of what came from the 
US, by late 1970s and early 80s it reached the break-even and by the 
late 1980s the situation absolutely reversed with Japan providing more 
than double the amount of US aid for the period 1985-88. Beside 
Japan and US, other leading bilateral donors for Bangladesh are 
Canada, Gennany, UK, Netherlands and France. The OECD group 
accounted for 48.42% of the total aid inflow into Bangladesh during 
1971-1990. the international agencies accounted for 40.65%. Japan 
accounts for 26.76% of Bangladesh's total outstanding debt as of 
June 1990 and about three-fourths of what is due to the OECD 
countries taken together. This overwhelming indebtedness to Japan 
has accumulated not merely because of Japan's being the largest donor 
for Bangladesh but because the share of grant element in Japan's aid 
is the lowest at only 28.59% compared to about 70% for all OECD 
countries and 40.54% for all donors. The detailed infonnation are 
provided in enclosed tables. 

If the critical level of Bangladesh's aid dependence is a 
commonplace wisdom, it is also by now an open secret that the 
country has been vulnerable to donor's influences. Bangladesh is not 
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lilone in the cotnmuhity of aid-dependent countries to be so, and the 

linkage between aid and influence in general is well-documented, As 

for Bangladesh, the very extent of dependence and its growing 

IIlci'dence is the most imponant leverage for the donors to influence 

domestic policies adopted by the governmeht. The World 'Bank's first 

Resident Representative in independent Bangladesh noted, "thc 

opponunity for the aid-givers to impose their views on Bangladesh 

was made all too clear when it became the accepted view that 

Bangladesh simply could not manage her economy without the 

assurance that large amounts of aid would be fonhcoming. :"3 

Rehman Sobhan, Bangladesh's most authoritative expcn.on the 

subject has convincingly argued about Bangladesh's exposure to 

foreign influence because of its dependence of external resource 

inflow." In highlighting donor's influence on the domestic economic 

policies of Bangladesh he said, in Bangladesh donors have tended to 

freety express their views on the suitability of various policies enacted 

by the government of the day, the quality of their administration and 

their political integrity. This anitude·o(j.ginates from the belief that the 
, . 

' size and imponance of their contribution to Bangladesh's development 

effons give them a right · to dictate how it should conduct its 

development affairs.'5 In a more recent study conducted along with 
Debapriya Bhattacharya, he found instructive evidences as to 
"overriding concerns of the donors ,on the direction of public policy 

13 . Quoted in, Rehman Sobhan and Debapriya Bhallacharya, "Donor 
Perspectives and Influence on Domestic Economic P~li cy". in J(~hman 
Sobhan, (ed.), From Aid Dependence to Self Reliance : Development 
Options for Bangladesh, BIDS/UPL, Dhaka, 1990, p. 177. 

14. Sec Relunan Sobhan, Crisis of E;XJe~""t Dtpendence: Political,£corwmy of 
'.' /i'oreig1!.Aid tq 8anglmJesh., UPL, .Dbaka, 1982. 

15. Relunan Sobhan, quoted in, Sobhan and Bhallacharya, op, cil., p. 178. 
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in Bangladesh; their noimative ·biases and their pe'iceptions of their 

own paiticuJar interests in Bangladesh."'6 The study, based on survey 

of documents relating to specific aid programmes, exchanges at the 

Paris Consonium meetings and interviews with specific donors 

identifies World Bank and USAID as the donors enjoying the 

monopoly in the use of aid conditionality for realizing policy changes 

in BangladeshP It has also been found that thcir interventions . are 

dirccted towards promoting private enterpirses although these are 

justified in the name of promoting rural development and helping the 

poor. 

To be sure, not all the donors share the tendency of jumping 

headlong into the exercise of policy advise to the government. They 

project differing degrees of interest in imposing own policy choices. 

The Nordic countries, for example take rather ambivalent positions 

while at the other extreme the · US does not hesitate to assen its 

panicular policy choice. The present US Ambassador has been 

lecturing loud and clear in Dhaka on the vinues of the promotion of 

the private sector. Addressing the Dh'aka Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry, for ' example, he said that Bangladesh could not afford to 
continue to suppon the money-losing state-owned industries and also 
could not afford to ignore the economic benefits of privatis3tion.18 The 

Ambassador's message has been echoed by tlie Finance Minister'of 

Bangladesh who expressed the determination to curb the public sector 

enterprises which have been suffering at huge loss largely due to 

managerial inefficiency. Critical of the poor performance of the 

nationalized enterpirses, panicularly jute industries, Power Devclop-

16. Ibid., p.219. 
17. Ibid" p. 220. 
18. The Bangladesh Observer, Dhaka, 17 January 1992. 
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ment Board (PDB) and Biman Bangladesl} Airlines, he said that the 

state sector CaJUlot afford 10 run at the prevailing staggering losses.19 

The US interest in privatisation in Bangladesh was su!>sequently 

conveyed to Bangladesh via the Commerce Minister who was told at 

the UNCT AD III mecting by the US leade~ of the dele'gation that 
"ways and means must be found for the success of the privatisation 

programme in Bangladesh."~o The Forcign Ministcr of Bangladesh . 

agreed that "thc conditions attachcd to the aid arc somctimcs tough. 

Some conditionalities make it difficult to decide where to utilizc". 

Referring to conditionalities the Minister candidly agreed that "the 

imposition of structural adjustment without sufficient lead time, leads 

to an imposition on the poorest of the poor which is extrcmcly 

burdcnsome, and the lower income group elemcnts who are outside 

the mainstream of development are affccted much morc dircly while 

we are moving towards privatisation and towards a ncw industrial 
policy, and towards a new commercial policy, to dcnationalization and 
so on."21 . 

Privatisation of the economy and disinvestment of public sector 

enterprises hllve been one of the best .manifestations of the outcome of 

donor influence in Bangladesh. The pressure was there since the 

seventies and by 1989, . as many as (j40 enterprises have been 
denationalized and the process continues. The rationale advanced for 
the dcnationalisation is a blanket allegation that the public sector 

enterprises are ill-managed, under-utilized and yield low factor 
productivity. Leaving apan the debate on the validity of the arguments 

in favour of disinvestment, it is imponant to note the way Bangladesh 

19. The Daily Star. 02 February 1992. 
20. Ibid., 16 February 1992 
21. Ibid .• 17 January 1992. 
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has been offered a/ail acco'!"pli as the successive governments have 

been evidenced to accept uncritically the donor ,pressures in this 

regard.22 It is also necessary to note that instead of examining the 

,outcome of large-scale disinvestment the process continues as an aet of 

blind faith and without any attempt to empirically study whether the 

disinvested units have in reality performed any better in terms of 

productivity, capacity utilization and managerial efficiency as 

compared to public ownership. Rehman Sobhan thus concludes, "the 

industrial policy component of the structural adjustment programmes 

devised for the economy by the donors and unconditionally embraced 

by the GOB achieved little in way of accelerated investment or 

sustained industria! growth and may well have retarded the process of 

expansion and structural diversification of the manufacturing 

sector."2J 

The most important and long term impact of chronic aid 

dependence is a pernicious lack of imperatives for mobilizing internal 

resourees and national strength to build up a self-sustaining economy. 

There is indeed a strong vested interest in the country in favour of 

perpetuating the aid dependence, And as highlighted by several 
studies,z4 the most visible implication of the aid-dependent 

development strategy is the expanding and strengthening network of 

aid-dependent elite which flourishes its exclusive position by trading 

poverty while in the end the masses of poor continue to grow poorer, 

Hence the main focus of all debate on the prospect of sustainable 

22, Rehman Sobhan, "InduSlrial Policy and Industrial Slagnalion in lh~ 1980s: 
Redesigning A Stralegy for lhe 1990s". in Rehman Sobhan. (cd,). The 
Decade of Stagflation : The Slale of the Bangladesh EcofU}my in the lOBO.\' , 
UPL Dhaka. 1991 . p. 146. 

23 . [did" p. 138. 
24, See for details. The Task Force Report, op, cit, 
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development in Bangiadesh must refer sooner or later to thc< strategy to 
relieve the country from the menace of aid dependence ~hich appears 
to be more a problem of political choice than economic. We now take 
up a disc'ussion on the problems faced by Bangladesh at the political 
front. 

IV. CHALLENGES OF GOVERNANCE 

Problems of nation-building 

Bangladesh is known for its chronic political crisis and instability 
resulting. from ceaseless , dissensions on core national issues. 
Problems arc mostly associate4, as common for the ,vast majority of 
post-colonial states, with the process of nation-building. Nation
building in its usual connotation was not supposed to be an issue in 
the context of Bangladcsh because of its near-homogcneity in cthnic, 
lin!,'Uistic, 'culturAl and even religious terms.25 

On a closer focus and from what its jl9st-independence history has 
revealed, however, despite advantages of homogeneity and shar\!d 
glory of the past, ve~ little has been achieved in the way of nation 
building. The point is brought home if nation building is viewed to 
cover the "vast rang!! of human relationships, attitudes, activities and 
social processes ... the development of a sense of nationality; the 
integration of political units into common territorial framcwork with a 
government which can exercise authority; the integration of the rulers 
and the ruled; the integration of the citizens and various social groups 
into a, common political process, and . .. the integration of individuals 

25. See ror dCLails, Iflekharuzzaman and Mahbubur Rahman. "Nalion Building in 
Bangladesh, Perceptions, Problems and an Approach", in M. Abdul Hafiz 
and Abdur Rob Khan, op. cit. 
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into institutions for purposive activities.26 Viewed from such a multi

dimensi~nal and comprehensive perspective Bangladesh continues to 

be far from having achieved the objectives of nation building. The 

critical factor is the endemic weakness of the state and deep-rooted 

"crisis of govemance" faced by the successive post-independence 

regimes. 

Crisis of political institutions 

The most important contributor to chronic political instability and 

crisis of governance is the undeveloped state of political institutions. 

Very few of the numerous political parties active in the country are 

strictly organized, well-knit and spread upto grass-roots levels having · 

definite policies and programmes of action.27 Intense factionalism and 

polarization among social groups and classes which arc formulated 

along the prevailing inequitable distribution of wealth and power 

coupled with a widespread network of patron-client relationships 

pervading the whole society have resulted in a system deviod of 

institutional virtues. Parties are born of factions and party politics is 

almost universally characterized by factional and parochial interests 
while policies and decisions reflect strong subjective bias which leaves 
the interest of the masses at bay. Whether in the government or in the 

opposition, parties and their organizational set-ups lack democratic 

values and the leadership caters to the maximization of the interests of 

the influential elites and power bases '3t the cost of the interests of the 
common people. 

26. Ibid .. p. 12. 

27. Emajuddin Ahamed. "Crisis of Democracy in Bangladesh," The Bangladesh 

Today, (Weekly. Dhaka), Vol. 2. No. 16, 1985. 
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Party politics is detennined largely by narrow individual or group 

interests. Political postures. activities and perfonnances are detennined 

by factors of personalities. influences. patronage and prestige rather 

than by specific political issues or alternate political programmes. The 

value orientation and activism of the political elite reflect their urge for 

enhancing their social prestige. political power and economic status at 

the cost of national interest. allegiance to which is minimal. The end 

result is that political elite is incapable of creating a strong and resilient 

state authority. 

Problem of accountability 

The recent political developments in the country need to be viewed 

in this conte)(l. The year 1991 began with happy notes and high 

e)(pectations about the political future of Bangladesh. The e)(it of long 

years of autocracy in the face of massive popular uprising towards the 

end of last year and subsequently a nationally and internationally 

acclaimed free and fair election led to the fonnation of a government 

that today facos the challenges of sustaining the process of democratic 

transition in the country. The installation of the new democratically 

elected government is. however. one of the many more milestones that 
lie ahead before the real transition to democracy in this country. 
Democracy is of course never achieved overnight. it is a continuing 
process. and it builds. corrects and strengthens itself in an apparently 

endless process. Striking about this process in Bangladesh is that in 

the long years of its experimentation. despite very rich tradition of 

trading blood for democracy. its values nonns and institutions have 

been severely damaged. The political system suffered repeated set

backs under long years of autocratic rule during which the parliament 
was robbed of its sovereignty. office of the president or chief execu-
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tive was made' omnipotent, effectiveness of the judiciary curtailed, and 
above all, accountability of the government was totally lost. 

Some major political reforms and constitutional amendments have 
been introduced by the new government aimed at the establishment of 
an accountable government. The parliamentary form of government 
has been re-introduced under these changcs, Subsequent 
developments have. however. confirmed that thc issuc is not merely , 
the nature of governmcnt. Democracy can function undcr both 
parliamentary and presidential form of government. Ncithcr a 
presidential form per se is associated with lack of accountability. nor a 
parliamentary form as such can ensure accountability of the 
government. What is critical is the constitutional guarantee of the 
limited and accountable nature of thc el(ccutivc, Thc cardinal clement 
of democracy is that the government derives power from thc people. 
el(ereises it as long as approved by the peoplc to whom it also remains 
accountable, And the parliament as the forum through which people's 
voice is generated. mobilized and ventilated is the organ to which the 
el(ecutive. whether presidential or parliamentary. must remain 
accountable, 

Problems of parochial politics 

At the present critical phase of democratic transition. the political 
panies would need to rise above narrow panisan interests and 
cooperate with each other for the sake of greater and enduring national 
welfare the way they did during the peak of anti-autocracy movement, 
The 'reality has however been different, The victory or defeat in 
election has largely been taken as a measure of loss or gain in a zcro
sum format. The winning party has refrained from fully appreciating 
that their victory was no more than a chance proffered to them by the 
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people to show their worth in facing , the country's cballenges. It 

should have also been clear that some fundamental levyl of coop<:ration , .. 
and understanding with the losers was indispensable for them to be 

"able to run the government. On tlie other hand, the losers should have 

not considered that they have lost it all, rather it should have been 

borne in mind that they would now essentially constitute the part of the 

institution that would ensure the political check and balance . 

. There had been hardly any reasonable ground to anticipate that the 

installation of the BNP (Bangladesh National Party) government 

would bring overnight changes in the politico-economic scenario 

bedeviled by long years of autocratic role. Wh~t C04ld be anticipated 

was a much greater degree of constructive cooperation between the 

gove rnment and the opposition towards strengthening of thc process 

of institutionalization of democracy in the country. In reality, while the 

ruling party has adopted the traditional approach of monopolizing the 

credit for I.I(hat has been achieved in the anti-autocracy movement, its 
main opponents, the Awami League (AL), already in disarray in the 

wake of its shocking defeat, failed to consolidate itself to be capable of 

playing the role of active and constructive opposition. Apparently 

obsessed with a possessive psyche of considering itself the only party 

destined to rule the country, it failed to realize the need ,for 
reassessment of much of its political programmes. 

Most of its political slogans already lost currency. During the 

electiop of last year, it had intended, without any success, to push 

ahead with socialism at a time when throughout the world the concept 

and the system has been buried. More recently it has revi sed its 
economic policy in favour of promoting free enterprise and markct 

economy, but apparently it has yet to articulate its position on 
socialism per se. Secularism as a philosophy of life has never been 
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unacceptable in Bangladesh and despite occasional setbacks it still 
remains ·a part of the 'national value-orieritation here. The people of 
this country are essentiaJIy much more tolerant and progressive than 
their other South Asian counterparts from religious point of view and 
communal records are certainly far better here. The problem arises 
when attempts are made to over-blow the slogan of secularism and 
when religion is used as an instrument of political profiteering and 
exploitation. In eit.her case, history of this country has shown that an 
essentiaJIy non-issue becomes over-sensitive and self-defeating. 

The AL has also to ask itself why it is identified with an alleged 
Indian design for interference in Bangladesh. Rightly or not, people 
voted during the. 1991 elections ~argely against AL because of its 
coruinued prop~cy- of socialism and rather hardline commitment to 
secularism. Conversely, they voted more in favour of BNP because of 
its success in a campaign to project AL's policy as a design for 
selling-out to·India. ~ether or not an AL government would really be 
more pro-Indian than pro-Bangladeshi and whether a BNP 
government can objectively afford or even need to be as anti-Indian as 
commonly understood, are issues for separate debate. But the fact 
remains that with the switchover to parliamentary form of government 
the Awami LeagUe apparently finds itself with hardly any political 
cards for itself. Moreover, for lack of constructive political behaviour 
as an active and responsible opposition and for lack of intra
organizational discipline and proper leadership it has so far failed to 
place itself in a more advantageous position than it currently holds. 

One other related issue that needs to be raised is that a significant 
element of politics in Bangladesh developed particularly as a fallout of 
long absence of democracy is nagativism and mutual intolerance as 

( 
displayed by the political organizations, speciaJIyat the leadership 

- 5 
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level. Recall the level of hatred with which the two major parties 
behaved with each other during the long period of anti-autocracy 
movement. It was essentially as an outcome of massive popular, 
particularly student pressure that they managed to demonstrate some 
degree of flexibility and accommodation during the last phase of the 
movement. The result of learning to live and work with political 
opponents have certainly been realized in the form of the victory of the 
anti-autocracy movement. This has, however, not bee~ carried 
forward ever since, particularly since the election of 1991. Ncither the 
BNP nor the AL has shown any gesture to rise above narrow partisan 
behaviour. It hardly needs to be explained that the volatile situation at 
the student political front has its roots to a great extent in this renewed 
antagonism between the two major political parties. 

On the whole, the fall of the autocratic regime and subsequent 
introduction of the democratic government including some of the basic 
reforms already introduced do not by themselves ensure the success of 
the process of democracy, nor does it come as a panacea to the myriad 
of problems faced b)t the country. If the changes are to really bear 
fruits, the understanding between the ruling and opposition parties 
must continue to persist above narrow partisan interests and egoistic 
manipulations. The political Jeadership, both in the government and 
outside, must demonstrate many more evidences of their firm 
commitment 10 help sustain the democratic process and strengthen the 
institutions. The failure to do so will alienate the political Jeaders from 
the masses and perpetuate the crisis of governance. 

V. SOME CONCLUDING IDEAS 

The main theme of the above discussion is that in defining its own 
position in the emerging world order, Bangladesh faces two basi~, and 
essentially inter-related types of challenges: one, problems of 
sustaining the process of democratic traOsition and its institutionaliza-
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tion, and two, ensuring a process of sustainable participatory 
development putting the interest of the people at the core of all policy 
and decision-making. From this perspective, the fundamental policy' 
thrust for the country should be to count on what it can bargain and 
earn by projecting what it is capable of, rather than on what it may 
deserve and obtain because ofits impediments. In the end, it is the 
strength or weakness of the society, polity and economy that would 
define Bangladesh's position in the comity of nations. 

The overriding consideration in strengthening the socio-economic 
base of the state is to eradicate massive poveny, conven its poor 
masses into productive human resources and relieve the country of its 
chronic aid dependence. The need for a 'human approach' and social 
considerations in development strategies are stressed. Since there is a 
guarantee of flow of external resources and assistance there is no 
sufficient imperative to mobilize internal resources in the country. 
Even the urge for mobilization of internal resources for developll)ent 
comes from time to time out of external pressure or when there is a 
realization now and then that the availability of external resources may 
shrink.2I 

The problem with such reactive realization is that since it is caused 
by external and negative factor it has an essentially shon tenn nature 

28. Bangladesh. for example, joined the rest of the developing world in 

expressing concern about the prospect of gloomy scenario in terms of 

availability of foreign aid in the context of the changing global scenario. 

The Finance Minister said. "the increasing aid demand of the former Soviet 

Union and Eastern Europe would shrink our aid slice in a changed global 

polilico·economic si tuation. So we have to reduce unnecessary expenses 

and mobilize domestic resources for our developmenL" See, The Daily Star. 

02 Feb. 1992. 
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and will hardly be effective if it is not backed up by domestic conside

rations and a positive attitude. What is implied here by the need for a 

positive attitude is that the whole idea that Bangladesh cannot survive 

without external resource inflow may be a myth. The need for foreign 

aid for humanitarian consideration to face natural disasters, Rohingya

type situations and similar crises cannot cenainly be underestimated 

for the foreseeable future . But that Bangladesh cannot in the long run 

develop into a self-sustaining economy and cannot drastically reduce 

its external aid dependence has never been seriously justified. As a 

matter of fact, historically, llangladesh has served as the supplier of 

resources for development of other countries . Resources of 

Bangladesh contributed to the growth of Manchester, industries of 

West Bengal and economic footing of Pakistan. What Bangladesh 

needs to try now after several decades of aid-dependent developmental 

disaster is a self-imposed moratorium on its external resource inflow 

for a decade or two, so that it can force upon itself a no-aid 

development strategy. 

It is essentially a political choice to be taken by the people and 

their political representatives. For this, enough information should 

first of all be made available to the people to be able to answer the 

.basic question: has foreign aid helped the common people of 

Banglagesh to the extent that justifies the acceptability of the long term 
negative implications of the same? Objective deliberation on this 

question should be initiated in and outside the parliament, with the 

panicipation of the media and mass education and information 

network. Once the people are sufficiently aware of the relevant 

information, the question of inflow of external resources into 

Bangladesh should be placed on a national referendum. If the people 

reject the idea of narcotic dependence on aid by their own considered 
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choice they can be expected to render all support to any government 
strategy for self-reliance and sustainable development 

The aid-oriented external policy pursued so far must gradually 
make room for trade and investment-oriented diplomacy. There are 
some indications now that attempts are afoot to break away from the 
past.29 In adjusting itself to the global change, Bangladesh must mak.e 
keen efforts to promote its ties with Japan, particularly in terms of 
improving trade and investment. Bangladesh also must look to the 
NICs of East Asia not only for exploring trade and investment 
opportunities, but also for ideas and experiences in·the development 
process.30 Equally vigorous drives must be launched to strengthen the 
existing footholds in the US and West European markets. Bangladesh 
must also be able to make best use of the !;xpon and employment 
opportunities in the West Asian markets as well as the cis particularly 
its Central Asian states. The target, in a word, should be to replace aid 
by trade and investment as the source of resource inflow into the 
country which must be critical in achieving self-reliance in the long 
run. 

The country's chronic political instability and socio-economic 
frustration in a process of complex interface with its external 
vulnerabilities have so far seriously impeded the process of 
development. A search for building up the internal and intrinsic 
national resilience capable of ensuring long term sustainable develop-

29. The Foreign Minister in his recent interview mentioned some measures 
being taken to incoroporate trade and investment promotion as an 
important element of Bangladesh' diplomacy in the days to come. See, The 
Daily Slar. 17 January 1992. 

30. A. K. M. Abdus Sabur, "Foreign policy of Bangladesh: Challenges in the 
19905", BliSS Journal, voJ. 12, no. 4, 1991, pp. 483-6. 
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ment brings forth the whole set of issues related to the process of 

nation-building and development pursuit. The point being stressed is 

that the polity and the economy have to be built so strongly as to 

develop an iilstinctive national resilience. A reasonable degree of social 

equity and spontaneous and active popular participation are 

indispensable in building of such a vibrant society. 

The imperative in this respect is a leadership deserving of the 

loyalty and spontaneous support of the vast majority of the citizens 

who would also endorse the policies pursued by the state and would 

accept its authority with the understanding ·that the policies and 

institutions provided would ensure enduring and self-sustaining 

welfare' of the masses. Parallel ,with this is the imperative of a strong 

and responsible political opposition to ensure democratic check and 

balance. Only then a true participatory process of political and 

economic development can be ensured, the alternative to which is 

bound to be too expensive for the country's future, 
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n,1lfa in rtnt P-rallbaa ~ perarltqe ~ oI.apcaive ___ COUIIUyf&1OUJI in toUl aid flow. 

Fiallftl ;. oca>nd ~ iDdic:Ite llaue oI.ns aid in lOtI! aid 01 pMX:ular doncw. 
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Table 5 : Commitment or Aid to Bangladesh by Major Donors 

Country/Group 

Australia 

Belgium 

Canada 

Denmark 

France 

Finland 

J; .R.G·. 

Japan 

Netherlands 

Norway 

Sweden 

U. K. 

USA 

ADB 

IDA 

EEC 

!FAD 

UN System 

Sub-total Aid Group 

OPEC SOlD'ces 

of whi'Cl!-5.-habia 

Socialist and 

other sources 

Total 

1989/90 

8.4 

17.4 

47.4 

97 .0 

66 .8 

10.7 

99 .1 

313 .6 

76.4 

37.3 

36.7 

55 .8 

135 .5 

271.8 

667 .0 

57 .2 

7.8 

52.4 

2058.2 

72 .5 

13 .3 

44 .3 

2175.0 

1988/89 

8.5 

0.6 

45.6 

8.0 

77.5 

8.8 

132.9 

463 .2 

63.7 

12.1 

1.5 

51.7 

69 .2 

307.4 ' 

396.1 

63 .0 

0.0 

).1.0 

1776.9 

32.3 

20.3 

56 .5 

1865.7 

1983/84 

13 .2 

195.7 

48 .9 

2.4 

67.4 

210.3 

52.4 

23.7 

5.7 

63.3 

125 .4 

256.3 

339.3 

36.0 

11.4 

101.6 

1579.4 

70.0 

55 .0 

45 .7 

1695 .1 

(US S milion) 

1980/81 

20.0 

39 .9 

19.2 

70.0 

3.3 

68 .3 

231.1 

84.0 

22.4 

26.0 

6.0 

181.8 

164.3 

334.0 

34.9 

22.7 

65.0 

1622.9 

102.3 

117.1 

1642.3 

Source : Economic Relations Division, Flow of EXleffUJl Resources into 
Bangladesh, 1991, 1990, 1985, 1982. 
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Table 6 Donor-wise Outstanding Foreign Debt or Bangladesh 

(As or 30 June 1990) 

(US $ million) 

Country/Group Amount outstanding 

Belgium 47 .31 

France 141.62 

Japan 2625 .08 

Switzerland 6.08 

USA 782 .16 

OECDiotal 3,602 .26 

OPEC countries 265 .25 

International Agencies 5,594.98 

Planned Economies 253.20 

Others 93.69 

Total 9,809.40 

Source : Economic Relations Divisions , op. cit" 1991. Table 6. 

Table 7: Comparative Growth or Japanese and US aid to 

Bangladesh. 

Disbursement of Aid in US $ millions 

Period United Stales Japan 

1971 -72--1972-73 45.8 14.8 

1973-74--1977-78 835 .5 250.5 

. 1978-79--1979-80 348 .7 358.2 

1980-81 --1984-85 752.3 738.3 

1985-86--1987-88 372.6 786.9 

Source: External Resources Division, op. cit., 1989, pp. 32-33. 


